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About this Manual
This manual is applicable to Securico CCTV Systems using Hikvision hardware and software.
The manual includes instructions for using and managing the product. Pictures, charts, images and all
other information hereinafter are for description and explanation only. The information contained in
the Manual is subject to change, without notice, due to firmware updates or other reasons.
Please use this user manual under the guidance of professionals.
Trademarks Acknowledgement and other Hikvision’s trademarks and logos are the properties of
Hikvision in various jurisdictions. Other trademarks and logos mentioned below are the properties of
their respective owners.
Legal Disclaimer
TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PRODUCT DESCRIBED, WITH ITS
HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND FIRMWARE, IS PROVIDED “AS IS”, WITH ALL FAULTS AND ERRORS,
AND SECURICO CCTV MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT
LIMITATION, MERCHANTABILITY, SATISFACTORY QUALITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,
AND NON-INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY. IN NO EVENT WILL SECURICO, ITS DIRECTORS,
OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, OR AGENTS BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR ANY SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL,
INCIDENTAL, OR INDIRECT DAMAGES, INCLUDING, AMONG OTHERS, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF
BUSINESS PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, OR LOSS OF DATA OR DOCUMENTATION, IN
CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF THIS PRODUCT, EVEN IF SECURICO HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. REGARDING TO THE PRODUCT WITH INTERNET ACCESS, THE
USE OF PRODUCT SHALL BE WHOLLY AT YOUR OWN RISKS. SECURICO SHALL NOT TAKE ANY
RESPONSIBILITIES FOR ABNORMAL OPERATION, PRIVACY LEAKAGE OR OTHER DAMAGES
RESULTING FROM CYBER ATTACK, HACKER ATTACK, VIRUS INSPECTION, OR OTHER INTERNET
SECURITY RISKS; HOWEVER, SECURICO WILL PROVIDE TIMELY TECHNICAL SUPPORT IF REQUIRED.
SURVEILLANCE LAWS VARY BY JURISDICTION. PLEASE CHECK ALL RELEVANT LAWS IN YOUR
JURISDICTION BEFORE USING THIS PRODUCT IN ORDER TO ENSURE THAT YOUR USE CONFORMS
TO THE APPLICABLE LAW. SECURICO SHALL NOT BE LIABLE IN THE EVENT THAT THIS PRODUCT IS
USED WITH ILLEGITIMATE PURPOSES.
IN THE EVENT OF ANY CONFLICTS BETWEEN THIS MANUAL AND THE APPLICABLE LAW, THE
LATER PREVAILS.
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Technical Support
The only way to get support is via www.securicocctv.co.uk/support
For more details please refer to our guide “Getting Help With Your CCTV System” (Attached to your
invoice and warranty email).
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Chapter 1. Which App Should I Use?
The app to use is called Hik-Connect.
Hik-Connect is available for Android or Apple phones / tablets.
With Hik-Connect you can view your CCTV “live view” or playback recordings from
another day.
You can also save recordings and share them with someone else.
Additionally you can give someone else access to your cameras.
You can do this from anywhere in the world as long as you have an internet
connection.

Download the App

If You Have an Android Phone or Tablet
(e.g. Samsung, Sony, HTC, OnePlus, Motorola, Google)
Please download and install Hik-Connect via https://appstore.hikvision.com/

iPhone or iPad
Search the App Store for Hik-Connect or use one of the links below
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/hik-connect/id1087803190?mt=8
https://appstore.hikvision.com/
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Chapter 2. Add Your CCTV to Another Mobile Device
Upon installation of your CCTV system, your Securico installer will help you set up
the mobile app (Hik-Connect).
This process creates a Hik-Connect account and links your CCTV system by its
unique serial number, to your new Hik-Connect account.
This linking only needs to be done once. Once linked (a.k.a. bound), the system
cannot be bound to any other Hik-Connect account.
This binding is an extra security step meaning someone cannot add your CCTV to
their own Hik-Connect account, because it is already bound to yours.
From here on in, you will simply be signing into your Hik-Connect account via the
app to view your CCTV. No further setup is required.
Your Hik-Connect account will be set up using your mobile phone number. You can
manage your account and add an email address via this website:
www.hik-connect.com
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The steps below will help you add your CCTV to another phone or tablet that you
own.
You can also use these same steps if you get a new phone.
If you want to share your CCTV cameras with another person, please see our guide
“Share Your CCTV Cameras” which is safer than sharing your Hik-Connect
password with someone else.

Step 1: Open the App
● If your phone asks permission to “access photos, media and files” tap Allow.
This allows the app to save video and photos from your CCTV to your phone
● Find and tap United Kingdom on the Regional Settings screen.
● Tap Login
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Step 2: Signing In to the App
● Your CCTV installer will have linked the app to your phone number, so tap the
option Login by Mobile Phone Number.
● Tap the Mobile Phone Number box and type your phone number.
● Now tap the Password box and type your password.
● Tap Login.
● The app will sign-in and present you with the My Device screen.
● This screen called My Device shows your CCTV recorder name, which is
usually the model number or serial number of the recorder.
● Tapping the small, downward pointing arrow to the right of the recorder name
expands a list below, showing each of your cameras.
● Please continue with Chapter 3 - Viewing Your CCTV.
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Forgotten Your App Password?
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

On the login screen tap on Forgot Password.
Tap Reset by Mobile Phone Number.
Tap in the box where you see “44” and type your mobile phone number.
Tap Next.
You will be sent a security code by text message.
Return to the Hik-Connect app and type in the security code.
Now enter a new password.
You are now logged in to your Hik-Connect app with your new password.

If any other devices were signed in using your phone number and old password, they
will be logged out of the app and can no longer view your CCTV unless the new
password is entered on the login screen.
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How to Change Your Hik-Connect App Password
There may be good reason to change your password, even if you know it.
For example:
-

-

If you gave someone access to your CCTV by using your sign in details and
password on their own phone, and you no longer want them to be able to see
your CCTV.
If you lost your phone and are concerned about your privacy.
If you think someone else may have your password.

Follow These Steps to Change Your Password
● While you are signed in, tap the More option from the bottom menu of the My
Device screen.
● Then tap Account Management (see image below).
● Next tap Change Password (see image below).
● Follow the on-screen instructions to finish changing your password.
● Any other devices using your login details will now be logged out.
● Request our “Share Your CCTV Cameras” self-help guide if you want to share
your CCTV with someone else.
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Chapter 3. Viewing Live CCTV on Your Phone / Tablet
Tap on the recorder box name. The name of your recorder box will usually be the
model number or serial number of the device (e.g. it may look something like this:
DS-7208HQHI).
You will only have one device, unless you manage multiple CCTV systems (fig.1
below).
A smaller view of the CCTV cameras will appear on the screen. Tap this smaller
view of the CCTV cameras (fig. 2). You will be shown a collage of your cameras.
The numbers below the camera collage (1, 4, 9, 12, 16) can be used to show more
or less cameras in the collage.
Double tapping one of the cameras will enlarge that camera to fill your device’s
screen.
Double tapping again will take you back to the camera collage.
Tap the arrow button (top left) to go back to the My Device screen.

fig. 1

fig. 2
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Chapter 4. Play Back Recorded Footage
From the My Device screen, tap on the playback icon (circled in the image below).
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Your recorded footage is split into 24 hour sections. Whichever day you choose you
will have that whole day’s video to search through on the next screen.
How far you can go back will depend on how many days recording your system can
store.
When the hard disk drive becomes full, recording will continue by overwriting the
oldest recordings.
From the playback screen, tap on the date
shown. The date is shown in the format of
Year-Month-Day e.g. 2020-07-28 would be
28th July 2020.
When you tap on the date you will be
presented with a calendar from where you
can select the exact day you wish to view.
Next, tap on the time.
Choose a time of the day that you’d like to
start viewing from.
Tap the circle next to the CCTV recorder
that contains the footage, which places a
tick in the circle (e.g. the recorder in the
image to the left is called Loughborough).
Once you have chosen your date, time and
ticked the circle for your CCTV recorder,
tap on Start Playback (bottom of the
screen).
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During playback, use the bar in
the lower part of the screen.
Note that this bar has the hours
of the day marked on it. We’ll
call this the ‘time bar’.
Place a finger on the time bar
and slide left or right.
As the time bar moves you will
see that you can move it to find
a different hour of the day.
Release your finger from the
time bar when you have found
the time you are interested in.
Wait a moment for the video to
begin playing.
Below the time bar you will see
some icons.
The pause button is two vertical
lines (II).
Use the pause button (II) to
freeze the playback as
required.
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Chapter 5. Save and Share Footage
Below the time bar, you will see some icons.
This row of icons can be slid left and right, just like the time bar.
More icons can be found by sliding the bar to the left. Each icon represents a
different function.
The camera icon (which looks like a traditional camera) is used for saving still
images.
The video camera icon (which looks like a
traditional handheld home video
camcorder) is used to start and stop
recording of the footage you are watching
(see the image left with the video camera
icon circled).
Find the footage you are looking to save, as
described in chapter 4 above.
At your chosen start point, and whilst the
footage is playing, tap the video camera
icon to start recording.
The icon turns red to signify recording.
When you have the footage you need, tap
the video camera icon again, this will stop
recording the footage you are watching.
The message “Video recorded...” will
briefly show on screen.

Use the < arrow (top-left of the screen) to go back to the My Device screen.
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From the My Device screen you have three
icons / options (bottom of the screen).
Hik-Connect, Message, and More.
Tap the More option. This takes you through to
various options within the app.

We’re looking for the Pictures and Videos
option, which is first on the More screen.
The Pictures and Videos part of
Hik-Connect works as a library of images of
videos you’ve saved whilst using the app.
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If you have followed the instructions above,
the video you have just saved, will now
show in this Pictures and Videos library
Any future images you have captured or
video you saved in Hik-Connect will show
here until deleted from your phone / tablet.
The photos and videos you save are also
visible in your phone’s image gallery viewer
app.
To view an item from the Pictures and
Videos screen in Hik-Connect, just tap on
the required item. This will give you a
“preview” screen for the video / image.

Use the play button on the video to begin
playing the video.
If you have several videos on your phone,
this preview will help you identify if you
have the correct video ready for sharing.
From this Preview screen (right), use the
share button (as circled).
Your phone will ask which app you want to
share it with.
Which app you can share it with will depend
on the apps you have installed on your
phone.
For example, if I wanted to save the video
to my cloud storage, I would share the
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video with the installed app Google Drive. Other cloud storage apps include iCloud
or Dropbox.
If I wanted to share the video with a friend, I might choose WhatsApp or Facebook
Messenger.
You may also delete the captured footage from this preview screen.
This only deletes the captured image or video from your mobile device. The video
on your CCTV recorder will remain on the recorder until such a time that it is
overwritten by new video.
Please note that different phones and
different versions of the software running
on it, will handle media sharing
somewhat differently and will look
different to the screenshot on the left,
which is provided only for illustrative
purposes.
Please speak with your phone carrier /
provider for support with using features
sharing media. Securico Support cannot
offer help with third party IT equipment.
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